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IV. DISCUSSION

pre must stress two facts: (a) If we suppose that
the momentum commutes with the coordinate (i.e.,
we take 8 = 0), then in (23) the last term vanishes.
The quantum effect is hence contained in this term.
(b) In this method, in calculation of the energy,
the integrals are not extended over all space but
only on some intervals which are determined by
the Hamiltonian of the system (via the variational
principle). This agrees with the concept of em-
pirical chemistry that a chemical bond exists, i.e.,
there are some spaces which are more frequently
"visited" by electrons than others. Here, this lo-
calization is not a priori imposed to the system,
but results from the principles of quantum mechan-
ics.

APPENDIX

From the commutation relationship between Q
and P, one obtains

= J sd, &[q(s)H —(ik/2m)P(s)j f,g) .

Using (3) and (2) in (I), one obtains

HQ(s) = Q(s)H —P(s)(ik/2m),

h3)

which proves the lemma.

Hq —QH = (ih/2m)P .
Iff and g are two arbitrary vectors from L2, then
we have

ÃQf, g) = &QHf, g) (i@/—2m)&Pf, g)

Using the spectral resolution formula, we get

&Hqf; g)= &qf, Hg) = J sd, (q(s}f,Hg)

= J sd, gIQ(s)f, g) .
On the other hand, we obtain

&QHf, g) —(i@/2~) &Pf, g)
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We have completed a remeasurement of the 2 S&/2-2 P3~2 energy separation in atomic hydro-
gen, using an atomic beam microwave technique. The final result obtained from measure-
ments on four resonances is 9911.173+0.042 MHz. When this is combined with the recent
remeasurement by Robiscoe of the 2 St~2—2 Pt/2 energy separation, we obtain a value for the
fine-structure splitting &ATE and the fine-structure constant e ~ =137.035 8(5).

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been much work done in recent years
to remeasure the Sommerfeld fine-structure con-
stant n. We have completed a series of experi-
ments' on the fine structure of atomic hydrogen
that has yielded a value for the fine-structure
splitting 4E between the states 2 P& ~~ and 2 P, ~2

in the n = 2 level. From this fine-structure sep-
aration, the fine-structure constant can be calcu-
lated using a well-established theoretical relation-
ship. This result has been published recently,
and it is the purpose of this paper to discuss in de-
tail the techniques used in the experiments.

The work by Lamb, Retherford, Dayhoff, and
Triebwasser initially opened this first excited
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state of hydrogen to microwave spectroscopy. In
a pioneering series of atomic beam experiments,
they measured the 2 Sg(2-2 Pg(2 energy separation
S —now called the Lamb shift —and the 2~P3~2-
2 S&~2 separation &E-S, each to an uncertainty
of about 0. 1 MHz, approximately ]pro of the width
of the I' states (see Fig. 1). Of interest to us is
the sum of these two numbers, the total 2P split-
ting 4E. Based on the results obtained by the
Lamb group in deuterium, Cohen and DuMond
calculated a value for the fine-structure constant
o,

' = 137.0388(6). This value was accepted until
recently. Meanwhile, a large discrepancy between
theory and experiment was being observed in the
ground-state hfs splitting in hydrogen. It was
thought that the discrepancy arose from difficulties
with the hydrogen hfs theory. Since the formula
for the hfs was an expansion in powers of ~,
Greenberg and Foley suggested an experimental
redetermination of ~. In the years since then, a
number of experiments have done this.

The work reported in this paper is the comple-
tion of a series of experiments that has remea-
sured the fine structure of hydrogen. The method
used is similar to that used in the original Lamb
experiments. Earlier in the series, Robiscoe and
Cosens' measured the Lamb shift in H and D. The
present measurement of 4E and S in H, when com-
bined with the earlier measurement of 8, yields a
value for the fine-structure splitting 4E and the
fine- structure constant z.
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FIG. 2. hfs of the 2 8&~2 state. Arrow A represents
the rf transition used to populate the P' level. Point B
represents the Majorana transition used to populate the

P level. Details of the state selection process are
given in LCI and LCII of Ref. l.
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FIG. 1. Zeeman diagram for H, n=2. The transi-
tions Pb and Pd are represented by arrows. The P-e
crossing is also shown.

II. EXPERIMENT

A beam of H atoms is produced in the ground
state and excited to the 2aS, ~a levels n and P by
electron bombardment (see Fig. 1). The 2S levels
are metastable; they live for about —,

' sec before
ldecaying to the ground state by two-photon emis-
sion. The hfs of the 2S state is shown in Fig. 2.
At magnetic fields greater than about 100 6, the
nuclear angular momentum projection number ml
is a good quantum number. The hyperfine sublev-
els are labeled e', cy, P', and P, where+ means
mz=+ 2. At low magnetic fields, mi is no longer
a good quantum number. m~ is the only projection
quantum number used in this representation.

The atoms are quenched in the electron bom-
bardment region (see Fig. 3) by a strong motional
field. They are repopulated in a single hyperfine
level P' or P in the state selector (also called
the flopper). The beam is then subjected to micro-
wave radiation at a static magnetic field of about
400 G supplied by a Helmholtz coil. The P atoms
undergo electric dipole transitions to either the
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TABLE I. Four transitions.
Transition

2 Sp2 2 Py2

Initial level Final level Approximate
frequency

(MHz)

Approximate
field

(G)
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FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of the apparatus.

b or d levels in the 2 P3~~ state. The beam then
strikes the detector. The rf transitions are ob-
served as a decrease in the metastable population
of the beam, as evidenced by a decrease in the de-
tector signal. The frequency of the perturbing
electric field is measured to about 1 ppm and the
resonance magnetic field is determined to about
150 ppm or about 1 part in 10 of the linewidth.
An extrapolation to zero magnetic field yields a
value of ~E —S for each transition. We have mea-
sured four transitions as shown in Table I.

The previous experiments in this series mea-
sured the Lamb shift in H and D by inducing dc
transitions between the levels P and e. This tran-
sition has zero frequency at the p- e crossing point
near 575 G, as shown in Fig. 1. A precise mea-
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surement of that crossing-point magnetic field
yielded the value of &.

Much of the apparatus has already been described
in detail in Ref. 1. Of interest here is the design
of the rf system and the quencher, At the center
of the Helmholtz coil, the beam enters a rectangu-
lar microwave cavity where the electric dipole
transitions take place (see Fig. 4). The cavity
used for Pb transitions has dimensions 1.250 in.
high &&0. 480 in. wide &&0. 576 in. long (along the
beam axis). It resonates at a frequency of 10844
MHz. The Pd cavity resonates at 9406 MHz 2nd

has dimensions I.750 XO. 480 &&o. 65»n
Q for each cavity is 2000. The beam passes
through —,'-in. holes cut into the front and rear
walls. 8-in. holes are cut into the top and bottom
.so that a magnetic field probe can be periodically
inserted into the center of the transition region.
rf power is delivered to the cavity by means of
electric coupling. The rf voltage on the button
(see Fig. 4) produces an oscillating electric field,
which excites the TE,O, cavity mode. The electric
field distribution is perpendicular to the beam and

AXIS OF BEAM AND

HELMHOLTZ COIL
SPLIT CLAMP

r COAXIAL
RF LINE

ING

LON

LATOR

FIG. 4. Exploded view of the
microwave cavity for Pb transi-
tions showing the direction of the
beam, the magnetic field, and the
perturbing electric field.

TRICAL FIELD

NMR PROBE
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has the form

E„=Eocos(wz/l) cos(vx/h), E„=E,=O,

where I is the length of the cavity along the axis
and k is the cavity height. Screws are used to tune
the cavity frequency by-60 MHz.

The frequency is monitored by a 12-GHz counter
and is held constant to ™1ppm by periodic adjust-
ment of the reflector voltage of the klystron. The
power level is measured to 1 part in 10 by a thin-
film thermoelectric power head whichgenerates an
emf proportional to the incident power. The kly-
stron delivers about & W of rf power, and three
attenuators reduce this power to several micro-
watts entering the cavity. The rf quenching is de-
fined as the difference between the detector signal
with the rf switched off and the signal with the rf
switched on. 20 pW of rf power quenches about
40/o of the P state atoms at the center of the Pd
resonance; for the Pb resonance, about 50 gW is
required.

After the Helmholtz coil, the beam passes
through the quencher. This device serves as a
switch for the P state component of the beam and
is used to eliminate the overlapping z resonances.
The quencher consists of a solenoid, which sup-
plies an axial magnetic field of 575 6, and a pair
of electrodes, which supply a static electric field
of a few volts per centimeter perpendicular to the
beam. Iron shielding around the solenoid reduces
the stray magnetic field outside the quencher. The
use of the quencher is described in Sec, IV.

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN LAMB AND PRESENT
EXPERIMENTS

The present experiment induces transitions from
a single hyperfine, component of the P level. The
Lamb experiments worked instead with the a level,
which consisted of two hyperfine sublevels. Elec-
tric dipole transitions are governed by the selec-
tion rule am&=0. As a result, the fine-structure
transitions were superpositions of two hyperfine
resonances. The line shape was consequently
broader and more complicated than in the present
experiment.

For both experiments the fine-structure levels
are split by a magnetic field (see Fig. 1). In the
Lamb experiments, this field was oriented perpen-
dicular to the beam. Large motional electric
fields, given by E= (v/c) xH, produced appreciable
Stark-effect shifts in the energy levels. For ex-
ample, for the z-e transition, the magnetic field
was 1159 G, the motional electric field was 10.6
V/cm, and the Stark shift was 0.46 MHz. 8 In the
present experiment, the magnetic field is oriented
parallel to the direction of the beam to reduce
these motional fields. Stark shifts are never

greater than 0.023 MHz.
Our use of P state atoms does have some draw-

backs, however, since these atoms are easily
quenched by motional and stray electric fields. As
much as 40%%uq of the P state atoms are quenched
near the P-e crossing point. This accidental
quenching is magnetic field dependent, and it leads
to several effects which asymmetrize the resonance
lines. These effects will be explained in Sec. VO.

(ABo) =NP~+N„f~y, (2)

where f@, and f,z are the fractions of P and n state
atoms quenched by the dc electric field (at 3. 5 V,
fz= 98%%uo, and f,&

= 2%%up). The I3 signal is obtained
by extrapolating along the quencher plateau to zero
voltage. For example, in run 29 (see Fig. 5) Nz
is equal to 690 galvanometer divisions. A voltage
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Hydrogen: Run 29
Quencher Pl a t eau
P signal = 690

Quenching Signal ( for VQ= 3.5) = 695
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Quenching Voltage Squar ed ( VQ )
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I

FIG. 5. Quencher plateau for run 29. The dc quench-
ing signal has the units of galvanometer divisions.
Extrapolation of the sloping e plateau to 0 V gives the
total signal due to atoms in the P state.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Each run begins with a standard "turn on" pro-
cedure. The temperature of the oven is set to
2900'K as measured by an optical pyrometer. The
anode voltage of the electron gun is adjusted to
produce a maximum number of metastable atoms
at the detector. The anode current is held con-
stant at about 1mA. The state selector or flopper
(see Fig. 3) is then adjusted to produce either P'
or P metastable atoms. The field of the Helm-
holtz coil is set to the approximate center of the P
resonance to be studied.

The quencher is adjusted next. With the sole-
noid set to produce a field of 5V5 G, the detector
signal is measured when the quencher is switched
on. This is done as a function of quencher elec-
trode voltage. The resulting quenching curve is
shown in Fig. 5. On the plateau of this curve (Vo
= 3. 5 V), essentially all of the P state atoms as
well as a few of the o. state atoms are quenched.
The quenching signal (ABo) is given by
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Nm= (b,BQ)4M- (n BQ)3 3 . (5)

To determine f,&, the flopper is temporarily ad-
justed so that the P state atoms are no longer being
produced. Then the ratio (nBQ)3 3/(EBQ)4M yields

( ~BQ)3.3/(»Q)4oo =N.f.~/N (6)

These values can now be substituted into Eq. (2)
to yield f3, . For run 29 these four parameters

N3= 690, N~ = 890, f@,= 0. 976, f~g= 0. 018 . (7)

For the remainder of the run, the flopper is read-
justed to produce P state atoms, and the quencher
voltage is reset so that (n BQ) is equal to N3 again.
For run 29 this voltage is 3. 5 V.

A resonance curve is taken next. The rf power
level is adjusted to quench between 20/g and 50'% of
the p state atoms at the center of the resonance.
A panoramic view of the resonance is taken. The
curve taken in run 23 is shown in Fig. 6. At each
field setting, three measurements are taken.
First, the rf quenching is measured with the
quencher off. This signal, called (&B„)Q,t„ is
shown in Fig. 6(a) and is given by

of 3. 5 V quenches this amount of beam. There-
fore,

(&BQ)3 3 =N3, for run 29.

The other parameters in Eq. (2) can be deter-
.mined using the quencher as well. For V=400 V,
more than 99. 9/p of all the metastable atoms are
quenched. Hence, the total metastable population
N +Ez can be determined:

(n BQ)4M N~+N——3 .

Thus, we have

This expression is a synthetic fractional quenching
which consists of two parts: (a) the rf fractional
P quenching and (b) the rf fractional o, quenching
reduced by about a factor of 20. If the dc nf
quenching were equal to zero, the n overlap would

disappear completely. ~ The small asymmetry due
to the remaining overlapying n resonance is dis-
cussed later.

Finally, a series of center measurements is
taken. Two magnetic field values, the upper and
lower working points, are selected at which the rf
quenching is about '75% of the central field quench-
ing. The slope of the quenching resonance is a
maximum at these points, and a comparison of the
values of I' at these points yields a sensitive deter-
mination of the central magnetic field II,:

and E are the values for the fractional quench-

ing at the upper and lower working points, respec-
tively, and (d E/d H)„is the average value of the

magnitude of the experimentally determined slope
at the working points. A typical run includes be-
tween 10 and 20 measures of the center.

awhile the center measurements are being taken,

HYDROGEN: RUN 23 vf f ~ IO S44.250MHz
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(».~)Q .fr =N f +Naf3 ~ (8)

Here f, and f, are the fractions of n and p state
atoms that are quenched by rf in the Helmholtz

coil.
Next the rf quenching is measured with the dc

quencher on. This curve is shown in Fig. 6(b).
Since very few P state atoms survive transit
through the quencher, no rf P resonance is ob-
served. This signal, called (nB„)Q„, is given

by

-soo j
cf,z8
Ch
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CPz
UJ-200 &
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(»„)Q„=N3(1-f 3,)f3+N„(1 f,q)f-(9)

Curve b is subtracted point by point from curve a
to yield the almost pure rf P quenching signal.
The quenching fraction E is defined as this signal
divided by the total p signal (ABQ)3 3 It is given

by
(nBrf)Qotf (~Brf)Qon

(nBQ)3 3

400 500
MAGNKT)C FIELO (G)

800

FIG. 6. rf resonances for run 23. (a) With quencher
off: Graph shows Pb and overlapping aa. Q) %ith
quencher on: The P state atoms are quenched. Graph
shows only ea resonance. (c) rf quenching fraction E
given by the difference bebveen (a) and (b) divided by the
total P signal.
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the NMR probe is inserted periodically into the
transition region, and the magnetic field is mea;
sured at the upper and lower working points. A
good run yields a value for the central magnetic
field precise to about 150 ppm or about one part
per thousand of the linewidth.

The graph of fractional quenching is show'n in
Fig. 6(c). Since the quantities f,q, fs„N, and

Ns have been measured, f can be determined
from Fig. 6(b); and F can be corrected for the
a overlap to yield the fractional quenching fs. A
line shape corrected for e overlap in this manner
is shown as a series of data points in Fig. 7. The
line shown is the theoretical curve derived using
the Bethe-Lamb theory for the lifetime of the
metastable state under an external perturbation.
This line shape theory can be tested by compari-
son with the experimentally observed half-widths.
The ratios of the experimental half-width to the
theoretical half-width (5HN /5ff &) averaged over
all the runs for each transition are

~ ~ ~

SHE 5H@=0. 992+0. 009, =0. 999a0.008.
& ss

-.400
HYDROGEN:
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K

CP
Ã
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La.

400 450

MAGNETIC FIELD (GAUSS)

The main pieces of data used to determine the
center of the resonance are measures of the frac-
tional quenching I" at each working point, mea-
sures of the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
frequency at each working point, and the average
magnitude of the line slope at the working points.
The NMR measurements themselves yield a value
for the nominal center (vo) NMR given by

'(V++ V-)Nhta (is)

a z(H)/gs' ) g'g, (H)/g, (H,O)
' (1V)

The quantities on the right-hand side of Eq. (1V) are
all known. The value of gs is 2. 002 319 114(60).'
In addition, we have the relativistic correction'

g z(H)/gs =1 —r'n' (18)

and the value for g~(H)/gr(HOO) measured by
Lambe is

gg(H)/gs(HOO) = 658. 215 91(4) .

These working points are selected to be as close
as is conVenient to the three quarter points on the
resonance curve. However, to correct for small
deviations, the actual working points are extrap-
olated along the slopes of the resonance curve to
equalized quenching points. This gives a correc-
tion to the central NMR frequency (6v)»a

(»)NMR= (F+ - F-)I/2(dF/dv~av

where (dF/dv)„ is the average magnitude of the
slope of the resonance curve at the working points.
Thus, the observed center of the resonance curve
is taken to be

(Vatr)NMR (VO)Nttfa+(6V)NMR

Typical numbers for one run are as follows (run
22 —a Pb run in this example): (vo)N„„= 1VV4.555
+O. iOS kHz, [r'(F, -F )],„=(+3.43~5. 03)x10-',
(dE/dv)„= 2. 580x 10 /kHz, (6v) NIIR=+ 0. 133
+ 0. 195 kHz, (v, tr)Nhta = 1VV4. 688 10. 220 kHz.
The errors quoted are, in each case, one standard
deviation of the mean.

The magnetic field variable (paH) is related to
the proton NMR frequency p»„ in water by

vNMR =g's(HOO)chaff ~

where Its is the bohr magneton. gs(HOO), the Pro-
tong factor in water, can be written in terms of
the free-electron g factor g& and the bound-elec-
tron g factor in the ground state of hydrogen,
g~(H):

FIG. 7. Quenching fraction f~ for run 22. The ex-
perin1ental points are corrected for n overlap. The
theoretical cul.ve ls derived using the Bethe-Lalnb theory
for the Metime of the 28 state under a perturbing elec-
tric field. The line shape is averaged over a y4 velocity
distribution.

The resulting formula for pBH is

a,(a)/g, (ff,o)@a+=
g (1 t~~s) VNMR

= 328 V3261(2) vNMR (2o)
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VI. ANALYSIS

Two different approaches to the Hamiltonian for
the S and P states are used to analyze the data.

The first approach is a perturbation treatment
of Lamb's Hamiltonian for H, e = 2, contained in
HIII. The matrix elements are calculated in the

1, mz, mz representation. This is the most
realistic representation for a magnetic field of
400 G. L and 5 are strongly coupled to S; I and

J are decoupled.
The second approach is a computer diagonaliza-

tion of Brodsky and Parsons's~2 (BP) Hamiltonian
for H, n = 2. Brodsky and Parsons state that their
analysis of the Zeeman structure is intrinsically
accurate to 0.001 MHz. The BP Hamiltonian is
calculated in the low-field representation: J, f,
F, and m&. It includes some corrections due to
radiative and nuclear motion effects and is, there-
fore, more accurate than the Lamb Hamiltonian.
Consequently, our final results are based on the
BP Hamiltonian. Use of the Lamb Hamiltonian
gives results which never differ by more than
0. 018 MHz or 2 ppm in &E —3 from those obtained
with the BP Hamiltonian. Most of this discrep-
ancy arises because the Lamb treatment expres-
ses the hyperfine splitting of the 2P states in terms
of the splitting of the 2S state 6W (=1VV. 55686(5)
MHz). '~ BP express the hyperfine splitting in
terms of the Fermi energy Ez(H), which is related
to &W byi4

(21)

The factor (2jgz) introduces discrepancies in the
I' state energies of the order of 0.01 MHz. ~'

VII. CORRECTIONS TO THE DATA

Before the observed resonance centers and rf
frequencies can be analyzed to yield values for

~E —S, a number of corrections need to be ap-
plied. Several effects asymmetrize the reso-
nances we study, and shift the apparent center
from the true center. Average values of the cor-
rections for each transition are listed in Table II
together with an estimate of their 68% confidence
intervals.

A. Variation of the rf Matrix Element

The transition probability is proportional to
l(SleE r I&)l . For pb transitions, this ma-
trix element decreases with magnetic field due to
L S decoupling of the states 5 and e. Consequent-
ly, the high-field side of the resonance curve ap-
pears lower than the low-field side, and the ap-
parent center is below the true center. For Pb'

and Pd' transitions, the matrix element increases
with magnetic field due to I S decoupling of the
states P' and n . The apparent center is thereby
shif ted upward.

B. Level Curvature

The L S and f J interactions in the Hamiltonian
produce curvature of the Zeeman lines. Conse-
quently, the energy level separation is asymmet-
ric about the center of the resonance.

C. Finite Size of the rf Region

The cavity produces an rf electric field which
extends over about 0. 6 in. of beam path length.
The mean rf quenching then occurs at a magnetic
field lower than the measured central field, and
this mean quenching becomes resonant when the
measured central field is higher than the resonant
field. The resonance center thereby appears
above the true center.

Transition corrections

TABLE II. Average values of the asymmetry corrections (MHz).

rf matrix element variation
Level curvature
Finite extent of the rf region
ec overlap
ea overlap
P population variation
Velocity distribution distortion
Pd overlap
pb overlap
Pc and g b overlap
Forbidden transitions
rf Stark shift
dc Stark shift
p impurities
Hamiltonian and roundoff

Sum

—0.105 +0.010
—0.006 +0.001
+ 0.019+0.002

+ 0.049+ 0.053
—0.009 +0.001
—0.013+ 0.004
—0.009

+ 0.001 +0.001
0.000

—0.006
+ 0.023 + 0.005

0.000
0.000 + 0.006

—0.057 +0.055

—0.096 + 0.013
—0.019+0.002
+0.018 + 0.002

+0.032 + 0.028
+0.004
—0.018 + 0.007
—0.006

0.000 +0.001
0.000 +0.002

—0.005
+ 0.020+ 0.004

0.000 +0.021
0.000+0.006

—0.070+ 0.039

—0.019+ 0.002
+ 0.028 + 0.021
+ 0.001
—0.001
+ 0.002 + 0.001

+ 0.003
0.000+0.001
0.000 + 0.001

—0.003
+ 0.005+ 0.001

0.000
0.000 + 0.006

+ 0.016+0.022

—0.042 +0.006
—0.026 +0.003
—0.022 +0.002
+0.010 +0.008
+ 0.002
+ 0.029 +0.003
+ 0.042 + 0.012

+ 0.003
0.000 +0.001
0.000

—0.004
+0.017 + 0.003

0.000 +0.050
0.000 +0.006

+ 0.009 + 0.053
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D. Overlapping Resonances

The ec overlap on the pd transitions and the %z

ovel'lRp GII tile p5 tl'allsltloIls llRve already been
described (see Fig. 6). The calculation of these
corrections is performed in two ways. First, one
can calculate the overlap directly from the known

parameters of the e resonance. When the size of
the direct overlap is reduced by the factor (& /N8)

(f y/f~) [see Eq. (10)]because of the use of the
quencher, a fractional shift in the center of the P
resonance is obtained. For example, for run 21,
this is a fractional shift of center (5H/H„, ) = —11
ppm. The alternative method is to sweep the
magnetic field through the overlapping e resonance
and observe the height of E at the center of the o.

resonance. In all cases, the amount of observed
e resonance present is larger than expected. For
example, for run 21 again, the correction to the
observed center obtained by this method is
(6H/H, &,) =- 60 ppm. There is a discrepancy of
49 ppm between these two methods. Since the
quencher is located very close to the detector,
this discrepancy may arise from a change in the
detector efficiency when the quencher is turned
on. In all cases, we have evaluated the correc-
tion by taking the average value obtained by the

two methods. So for run 21, this mould be
—(36+29) ppm. The error is taken to enclose the
results of both methods.

E. Population Variation

The metastable beam diverges slightly as it
txaverses the machine. In addition, it may be
tilted slightly with respect to the Helmholtz coil
axis. Motional electric fields result from both of
these effects. Stray charges may build up inside
the cavity due to oil condensation on the surfaces.
Both the motional and stray electric fields cause
static quenching of the beam. Since these effects
are magnetic field dependent, there is a variation
of the p population witll n1Rgl1etlc field.

F. Velocity Distribution Distortion

The beam is assumed to have a normalized
Maxwellian v4 velocity distribution. Motional
electric fields preferentially quench fast atoms
while the stray static fields preferentially quench
slow atoms. There is a resulting velocity distri-
bution distortion which is magnetic field dependent
and which asymmetrizes the line shape. The cor-
rection for this was first calculated by Robiscoe
for the crossing-point experiments. This earlier
calculation was made assuming a va velocity dis-
tribution. However, Robiscoe and Shyn' have xe-
cently measured the velocity distribution on an ap-
yaratus vexy similar to the apparatus used in our

experiments. They find that a recoil effect in the
electron gun tends to knock slower metastable at-
oms out of the beam. This produces the change
from a va to a v chaxacter for the velocity distri-
bution.

This discovery caused a change of 0. 04 MHz in
the value of the Lamb shift as determined from the
crossing-point experiments. These present ex-
periments are not as sensitive to this effect, how-

ever, since the two fine-structure transitions Pb
and Pd have opposite field dependences and there-
by tend to cancel out errors in these distortion
calculations.

G. Overlapping 0 Transitions

Components of the electric field parallel to the
magnetic field will induce Pt." and eb transitions.
We estimate an upper limit on any such electric
fields to be 10% of the main quenching field W.e
add corrections due to these overlapping reso-
nances into the error calculations in Table II.

H. Forbidden Transitions

The level d is mixed with c by the 1 7 interac-
tion in the Hamiltonian. The e level is coupled to
P by the Ep r matrix element. Thus, there is a
possibility of inducing the forbidden P d" transition
which overlaps the P d transition. The ratio H, of
the strength of the P d' transition to the strength of
the P d is'

I, zI»I. I&P IE ~
I

&I'

(22)

Similarly, it is possible to induce the P'b transi-
tion which overlaps P'O' The 10%. upper limit for
E„used before yields contributions to the error as
shown in Table II.

J. dc Stark Shifts

The small motional and stray dc electric fields
couple the P state to the nearby e state and pro-
duce a shift in the P energy.

K. rf Power Shift

There is a shift in the sepax'ation of the initial
and final states of the rf transition due to state
mixing by the antiresonant component of the per-
tux'bing electric field. Lamb has given a complete
discussion of this shift in HIII, Appendix D.

L. Beam Impurities

We estimate an upper limit of 1 part in 350 on
'tile contamination of R p' stRte beam by p Rtollls
produced by a Majorana transition in the flopper.
The correction resulting from this contamination
is added to the errox estimate of the Pb* and Pd'

transitions.
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M. Hamiltonian and Roundoff Errors

We estimate the roundoff error to be+0. 006
MHz. The Brodsky-Parsons Hamiltonian has a
quoted accuracy of 0. 001 MHz.

VIII. RESULTS

~E —& = 9911.173+0.042 MHz. (23)

The quoted uncertainty is one standard deviation
of the mean of the four values. The variance of
the four values about the mean is 0. 040 MHz.

In order to calculate ~E we add the experimen-
tal value for the Lamb shift obtained by Robiscoe
on the same apparatus and recently corrected for
the s beam velocity distribution distortion. "
This result is S = 1057. 896 + 0. 063 MHz. ' AE is
then given by

&E = (&E —Z) + I = 10 969. 069 + 0. 076 MHz. (24)

We use the formula for ~E discussed by Taylor,
Parker, and Langenberg to derive a value for
n '.

n '= 13V. 0356(5) . (25)

TABLE III. Summa. ry of runs.

Run d,E—3 Statistical Weight
correction error (o.)

(MHz) (MHz) (MHz)

Transition Run Numbers
of

centers

Pb'

10
ll
12
14
22

17
19
20
21

27
28

29
30
31

7
7

20
20
10

11
20
20
20

18
25

6
20
20

—0.028
—0.065
—0.097
—0.040
—0.054

—0,053
—0.073
—0.085
—0.076

i 0.028
~ 0.004

t 0,012
t 0.011
~0005

9910.966
9911.275
9911.104
9911.324
9911.307

9911.072
9910,911
9911.262
9911.224

9911,239
9911.188

9911.082
9910.988
9911.140

0 521
0.176
0.248
0.130
0.122

0.145
0.180
0.115
0.216

0.186
0.079

0.096
0.149
0.111

0.021
0.182
0.091
0.331
P 375

0.273
0.176
0.428
0.123

0.153
0,847

0.463
0.192
0 345

The results for each run are listed in Table III.
The corrections are added to each run. Uncer-
tainty in the corrections is not included in the un-

certainty for an individual run. It is felt that these
are more characteristic of the transition and that
their effects would be masked by quadratically
adding them to the large statistical error of each
run. An uncertainty of one standard deviation of
the mean (o) is calculated from the scatter in the
data for each run. An average value of 4E —g is
found for each transition by weighting each run as
1/&'. These results are shown in Table IV. The
final error for each transition is found by taking a
quadratic sum of the statistical uncertainty and the
systematic uncertainty given in Table II.

The final value for ~E —8 is the weighted aver-
age of the four transition values

TABLE IV. Final results.

Transition b, E- 8

(MHz)

Statistical
error
(MHz)

Systematic
error

from 'I"able II
(MHz)

Total Weight
error
(MHz)

Pb
Pb+

Pd
Pd'

9911.281 0.074
9911,144 0.076
9911.196 0,073
9911.084 0.065

Final result; b, E—I =-

p p55
0.039
0.022
0.053

9911.173 +0.042 MHz

0.092 0.207
0.085 0.241
0,076 0.302
0.084 0.250

IX. DISCUSSION

Our result for ~E —~ may be compared with
the results of Shyn, Williams, Robiscoe, and Re-
bane ' and with the results of Kaufman, Lamb,
Lea, and Leventhal. 23

The apparatus of Shyn et a/. is similar to ours.
They have measured Pb' and Pd" transitions at
magnetic fields of -850 G. For each transition
their results are

(nE —I )»' ——9911.255+ 0. 059 MHz

(hE —~ )gg' = 9911.242+ 0. 090 MHz
(26)

and their final average from 115 line centers is
9911.250+ 0. 063 MHz. The difference between
their result and ours is 0. 077+0. 076 MHz.

Kaufman et al. made a determination of 4E -3
in H, n = 2, by measuring na and ab transitions
at™1600 G. They did not use an atomic beam
method. Instead, the entire process of dissocia-
tion, excitation, and rf transition took place in-
side a small interaction region. The signal de-
pended on the emission of the Lyman-n radiation.
Their result was ~E —S =9911.38+0.03 MHz.
This disagrees with the present result by 0. 22
+ 0. 05 MHz or about four standard deviations.

There has been one other recent experiment on

H fine structure. Metcalf, Brandenberger, and

Baird made a redetermination of ~E by measur-
ing the e-d level crossing shown in Fig. 1. In

their experiment, Lyman-Q. radiation was scat-
tered by H atoms in the 2 P state. The angular
distribution of this radiation changed near the
crossing of these two levels. Their result was
r E= 10969.13+0.12 MHz, and n '=13V. 0354(7).

All of these fine-structure experiments have re-
lied on the ability to split the resonance line to
about one part in a thousand of its width. Conse-
quently, systematic corrections have been ex-
tremely critical.

These recent results for n from H fs measure-
ments may be compared with other precision ex-
periments. There has been some controversy
over the years. The experiments are summarized
below, and the results are shown in Fig. 8.

(a) The experiments of Lamb et al. on the fine
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DEUTERIUM FS (DTL) '

H MASER

' JOSEPHSON EFFECT (T PL)

HYDROGEN FS ( MBB)

HYDROGEN FS ( KLLL)

' MUONIUM

HYDROGEN FS (PRESENT EXPERIMENT)

a-I

137.0350 137,0360 137.0370 137.0580 137.0390

FIG. 8. Fine-structure constant 0. determined from
seven experiments including the present one.

structure of deuterium provided the determination
of n ' = 137.0388(6).

(b) Experiments utilizing a hydrogen maser25

provided a measurement of the hfs splitting in the
ground state of hydrogen. The results, when com-
bined with the theoretical calculations, '8 have
yielded a value for n ', which is smaller than the
Lamb value by 21ppm: n '= 137.0359(4).

(c) Measurements of the hfs interval in the
ground state of muonium at first confirmed the
result of Lamb. However, a shielding correction
to the magnetic moment of the muon, suggested
by Ruderman, "ahd a recent remeasurement of
the hfs interval at low magnetic fields by Thomp-
son et al. has shifted the value of z to
137.0368(11).

(d) Experiments by Parker, Taylor, and Lang-
enberg' utilizing the ac Josephson effect in super-
conductors have measured e/h to a high accuracv.
Their number yields a value for n"': a ~

= 137.03608(26). This is the most precise exper-
imental determination of the constant to date, and
it agrees with the result from H hfs.

The experiments on H fine structure reveal a

fair amount of disagreement (see Fig. 8). Our
own result agrees with that of Metcalf et al. and
confirms the e/h experiment. It disagrees with
the original Lamb experiments and with Kaufman
et al.

A simple weighted average of the four H and D
fs values for o. ~ yields o. '= 137.0360(8). The
error quoted is the variance of the four values. It
is large, because the original Lamb measurement
disagrees with the others by-20 ppm.

Taylor, Parker, and Langenberg' have pub-
lished a readjustment of the fundamental constants
in the light of these recent experiments. They
have chosen only to include the H hfs work and
their own e/h work in the readjustment for n.
They feel that the accuracy in the published work
of Kaufman et al. and Metcalf et al. may have
been overestimated, and that the disagreement M-
tween the experimental ' and the theoretical" val-
ues of 8 casts some degree of doubt on both. If
the experimental uncertainties are expanded to
encompass these difficulties, the H fine-structure
experiments would carry negligible weight in the
adjustment for a. However, Appelquist and
Brodsky have recently discovered a correction
to the theoretical value for S, which places it in
agreement with the experimental value. This new

development may change the status of the H fine
structure experiments in the readjustment for a.

Possibilities exist for another determination of
Pichanick, Swift, Johnson, and Hughes33 have

measured the 2 P&- 2 P& fine structure in helium
to a precision of 3 ppm. 34

In general, we feel that these experiments on
the fine structure of hydrogen can serve, at best,
as confirming the more accurate methods of mea-
suring the fine-structure constant.
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